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Professor William Littlewood

An interview by Mg. Myrian Casamassima

B

ased in Hong Kong since 1991, Professor William Littlewood hasmade vast
contributions to the field of language teaching and learning through his
research in a variety of topics such as Task-based learning, the mother

tongue in the foreign language classroom, and students´ conceptions and cultures of
learning,to name a few.
Prof. Littlewood has been a prolific writer. In Argentina, we have studied with

“Foreign

and

Second

Language

Acquisition”

(1984)

and

“Teaching

Oral

Communication” (1992) (please see references on page 7), but he is best-known for
his book “Communicative Language Teaching” (1981), which has been a must at
Teacher Training College for the last three decades.This is not surprising as Prof.
Littlewood´s most famous book has been widely read in the world and it has been
translated into Basque, Japanese, Spanish, Bahasa Malaysian, Korean and Greek
(please see references on page 7).
I am delighted to have had the opportunity to interview William Littlewood as I am
one of those teachers who have studied with his books and a lecturer who continues
using “Communicative Language Teaching” in the bibliography for Methodology at
Teacher Training College I.E.S LenguasVivas “JR Fernández”.
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AEXALEVI Forum.

the

mother

language

tongue

learning

or

facilitate
does

that

Prof. Littlewood, you are one of the

depend on which language is being

biggest names in Communicative

learnt?

Language

Teaching.

You

have

written extensively about Task-

Prof. Littlewood

based Learning as well. How would

I think it depends on whether we .avoid

you describe the state of the art in

letting the L1 become the dominant

English Language Teaching in the

means of communicating. Provided it's

world?

always clear that L2 use is the norm
and the target, I think the L1 can help
learners a lot, both practically and

Prof. Littlewood

psychologically. The main danger is

Compared to when I began to teach,

that using the L1 is so comfortable and

there is much more freedom but with

in most classrooms feels so 'natural'

more

more

that if we are not careful, it can

responsibility. We used to be given

gradually come to rule the situation. We

'recipes' and were told that if we

need to develop clear strategies.

freedom,

comes

followed them, students would learn
happily and well. It often didn't work like
that! Now teachers have a much wider

AEXALEVI Forum.In relation to

range of techniques and materials to

your

choose from. They also need to be

students, how is culture reflected in

much more creative in developing

the conception that students have of

practice-oriented

principles

for

their ideal English lessons?

integrating

techniques

and

these

research

with

Chinese

materials into a methodology suited to

Prof. Littlewood

the learning contexts where they teach.

I think of it not so much as a matter of

No more recipes!

'culture'

as

learning

experience.

the

influence
Most

of

past

Chinese

students' experience has been mainly

AEXALEVI Forum. One of your

of

teacher-dominated

classrooms

research areas has been the use of

where the focus is on analytic rather

the mother tongue in the foreign

than experiential learning. But both

language classroom. As a rule, does

kinds of learning have a clear rationale
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and

in

my

Chinese

for their own development and success.

students are happy to adjust. But the

I think the main barrier to Chinese

teacher also needs to be aware of

taking over is that most people who

'where

move

learn a second language formally are

gradually, and respect both kinds of

older and it takes really a lot of

learning. Last year in my MA classes,

time, patience and visual memory to

which are composed mainly of Chinese

learn Chinese script.

they

experience,

come

from',

students, only one student objected
strongly to a task-based approach

AEXALEVI Forum.

where

work

Do you have any plans to travel? Are

independently. And that student was

we going to see you in Argentina

not Chinese! (nor from any other part of

sometime in the future?

students

often

Asia).
Prof. Littlewood

AEXALEVI Forum.

These days I travel mainly within Asia

How do you see foreign language

and to Europe, partly because I am

learning in the near future? Will

officially 'retired' and have to fund all my

people be learning more English or

own trips except when I'm invited. But

more Chinese, perhaps?

South America is one of the big gaps in
my travel and work experience and I

Prof. Littlewood

hope to get there one day. Actually I

In Hong Kong, where I work, many

didn't realize that my books had been

people

used in Argentina! I'd better get down to

see

English

as

losing

importance in favour of Chinese. That

writing another one, before it's too late.

reflects the specific social and historical
context. Overall, I think more and more

AEXALEVI Forum.

people will look for opportunities and

We will be delighted to read it. Thank

feel motivation to learn English as a tool

you.

AEXALEVI Forum wishes to thank Professor William Littlewood for his generous
collaboration for this interview.
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The Secrets of Language

Noun Phrases
Not Always a Piece of Cake

Trad. Gustavo Sevilla

I

t is a pleasure for me, as well as a great responsibility, to start a new section. I truly
hope you find it interesting and useful. Also, I look forward to hearing any
suggestions or comments about this section in general, as well as this article in

particular.
When we called this section as we did, we thought of all those things which might
appear in books though in some veiled form, or do not appear at all but are used in real

language, or are particularly controversial — in brief, all those things that are not
usually or easily found in our sources of reference.
Many of the items I’ll be dealing with as we go along in this section will be based on
questions I’ve answered or items of knowledge I’ve acquired as a contributor on the
Grammar Exchange Forum sponsored by Pearson-Longman. My contributions have
not always been fully satisfactory, let alone brilliant or original, but in the process I’ve
made some unexpected discoveries, most of them thanks to the knowledge and
experience of the highly educated native moderators who regulate the forum.
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Today I’d like to share with you a few

another one could be: “He replied with

peculiarities about noun phrases:

an aggressive ‘You’ll see’”, equivalent
to “a threat (singular) to take some
action

a) Is “a special thanks” correct, as
in “A special thanks goes to my
family”?

against

the

interlocutor”.

I think quotation marks are omitted in
the case of “Thanks” because it is a
one-word sentence, something similar

Although “thanks” is a plural noun, it

to what happens with “Hi” in: “Say hi to

can take a singular article and a

him for me”. We never enclose “thanks”

singular verb. The plural form (“Special

or “hi” between quotes in the middle of

thanks go to my family”) is more usual,

a

but the singular is also correct. Why? A

perhaps we should.

sentence

but,

strictly

speaking,

plausible interpretation is that the word
“thanks” is not treated as a plural noun,
b) Should the definite article be

but as the phrase the person says, as if

used before titles?

it were between quotes: “A special
‘thanks’ goes to...” Also, the adjective

We generally don’t use the article

“special” seems to describe the act of

before titles, unless they are treated as

speech,

common nouns, for instance when they

the

“expression

of

thankfulness”, rather than the noun

are

“thanks”

Therefore, we say “Professor John

itself.

Thus,

“special”

preceded

adjective.

Smith”

which those thanks were (or that

“Professor”), but “the famous professor

“thanks” was) expressed.

John Smith”. If there is an adjective, it

Internet, with the only difference being
that, since they don’t consist of only

the

an

apparently refers to the manner in

Some other examples I’ve found on the

(note

by

uppercase

for

causes the effect of turning the title
(usually a proper name) into a common
noun.

one word, they do take quotes, are:
In the case of famous people, such as
“He came up with an ‘I don't know’”. “I
don't know” is obviously not a noun, but
a sentence equivalent to “an admission
(singular) of ignorance”. Another one is:
“She left with an‘I'll return’ ”, where the
nominalization of the sentence results
in “a promise (singular) to return”. Still

artists, the noun preceding the name
may not be a title but merely a
profession introduced to better identify
the person in question. In this case, we
can either use or omit the definite
article, the trend being very much in
favour of the former, for instance: “the
(American)

writer

Paul

Auster”.
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As regards the use of singular or plural,
This is, as I see it, the situation with

traditionally we have learned to use the

common nouns followed by proper

singular form for noun modifiers (as is

names:

the case with “drug dealer” rather than
“drugs dealer,” which also exists but is

1. If the common noun is a title (e.g.

much less frequent than the former, or

doctor, judge) and does not take an

“shoe

adjective, it is more usual to omit the

factory”), except in the following cases

article: Judge John Smith, Doctor Mary

described

Peters.

Leech, & Svartvik (1985):

1.
2. If the common noun is a title but is

1.When the premodifying plural noun is

preceded by an adjective, it is more

factory”

by

instead

Quirk,

of

“shoes

Greenbaum,

highly institutionalized and its singular
form might lead to ambiguity:

usual to use the definite article: the
Honourable Judge John Smith, the
English

doctor

Mary

Peters.

an Arts degree (a degree in the
humanities) as opposed to: an art
degree (a degree in fine art).

3. If the common noun is merely a

aservices agreement (an agreement to

profession rather than a title, it is more

render/receive services) as opposed to:

usual to use the definite article if it

a service agreement (an agreement to

refers to a well-known person, whether

provide a single service, such as

the noun takes an adjective or not: the

maintenance).

(American) poet Walt Whitman, but if

2. When there is no singular form of a

the common noun is a general noun

noun (these nouns, such as “goods,”

added to describe somebody that is

“clothes,” “scissors,” are known as

unknown to the general public, we tend

pluraliatantum)

to omit the article, as in: (Argentinean)
teacher Gustavo Sevilla.

a customs officer
3. When there is a need to denote
variety or plurality of members. Quirk et

c) Should count nouns premodifying

al. (1985) say, “There is a tendency for

other nouns, that is to say, placed in

more generic terms to be plural and

attributive position before other nouns,

more specific terms to be singular.”

be used in the singular or in the plural?
And should a sequence of nouns in
attributive position be hyphenated?

a sports magazine (“sport” is generic,
so we can think of many possible sports)
[but] a football magazine
Page | 10

a shareholders meeting (companies

the

have more than one shareholder)

However, the hyphen may be useful to

4. When a topical issue comes forth,

noun

head

disambiguate

a

“manufacturer”.

noun

phrase

like

“sound equipment company”: are we

often in newspaper stories:

speaking
theWikileaksscandal

about

a

company

that

produces or sells sound (noun = audio)
equipment, or are we speaking about a
company
equipment

Quirk et al. (1985) say that “the plural
attributive

construction

is

on

the

increase…” In case of doubt, we should
check which is more usual on the
Internet, preferably in Google books or
in COCA, the Corpus of Contemporary

that

produces

which

is

in

or
a

sells
sound

(adjective = stable, solid) financial
position? In this case, using the hyphen
in

“sound-equipment

company”

will

disambiguate the phrase if we want it to
convey the former meaning beyond any
doubt.

American English.
The hyphen is optional and usually
omitted when there is more than one

I’m confident that these rules will help

attributive noun, for example “a metal (-

us decide how to correct our students’

) piece manufacturer” (a manufacturer

homework as well as teach our learners

of metal pieces), where the noun

which form to use whenever a doubt

“metal” premodifies “piece” and the

arises in connection with any of the

noun phrase “metal piece” premodifies

issues above.

Bibliography
Quirk, R., Greenbaum, S., Leech, G. &Svartvik, J. (1985).AComprehensive Grammar
of the English Language. U.K.: Longman.
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There´s a Method to Everything

Revisiting Activities

Mg. Myrian Casamassima

W

hen we, teachers, think of an activity for our students, we generally have in
mind how much fun or how much practice they are going to have while
they are engaged in it. A board game will surely mean a break from

grammar work and a promise for lots of fun. A set of guiding questions for the students
to answer about themselves may be good training in sentence and paragraph writing.

However, more often than not, activities fail and we leave our classrooms with a feeling
of frustration about what may have gone wrong. Of course, there are many things that
can go wrong. We all know that activities on a Friday afternoon may become tedious
just because it is Friday afternoon and everybody is tired. Or that our students may
lose interest in a quiet activity easily right after the hectic gym class. Variables beyond
our control, for sure.
Let us then consider a couple of aspects within our control that can be taken into
account when we decide on an activity.

We would like our learners to play a

computer games with your friends?”

board game in which they have to

From the linguistic point of view, we

answer yes/no questions about their

expect the students to understand the

daily routines. As the die falls on the

questions and to answer in a very

squares, they reply “Yes, I do” or “No, I

simple manner. Even if the students did

don´t” to questions such as “Do you get

not understand the question, provided

up early at weekends?” or “Do you play

they answered “Yes, I do” or “No, I
Page | 12

don´t”, they would still be scoring points

We could continue controlling the two

and moving ahead. The demand of the

variables to produce yet another more

activity is quite low as they have to

demanding version of the same game.

understand and produce very little

What if we asked the students to speak

language. From the cognitive point of

for about a minute in relation to each

view, the students have to understand

question that they have to answer. For

and respond. This is a rather simple

example: “Do you get up early at

sequence in which the learners are not

weekends?” “No, I don´t. I usually get

expected to do much thinking.

up at 10 a.m. on Saturdays and
Sundays. I get up very early to go to

To sum up, the board game in our
example

is

both

linguistically

and

cognitively simple. This game may be
fine for Friday afternoon. But after the
students have played it once, would
they wish to play it again? This is the
time for us to control the variables:
language and cognitive processing. The
second time the students play it, we

school but I like sleeping at the
weekend”. This may not be enough for
one minute, but it certainly encourages
students to sustain oral discourse
beyond sentence level. It is obviously
more demanding in relation to how
much language the students have to
produce and how much thinking goes
into that.

may tell them that they have to add a
comment to their short answers. For

Let us now consider the set of guiding

example: “Do you play computer games

questions for the students to answer

with your friends?” “Yes, I do. I love

about themselves in writing that we

computer games” or “Yes, I do. My

mentioned in the first paragraph. We

favourite computer game is ….” Even if

may ask the learners to keep a record

this instruction is not printed on the

of the questions they had to answer

board game, we may add it on the spot.

orally in the board game. This may

Thus, we are controlling language: now

prove to be a good set of questions for

the students must understand the

them to write about themselves as they

questions and they have to come up

have already rehearsed their answers

with a comment. This is linguistically

orally. Keeping the record would give

more demanding than simply providing

the students something to do while their

a short answer. There is, of course,

peers have a go at the game. We may

more

well

even ask the students to jot down the

because the learners must think of a

questions and a few key words that

comment to make.

they have said in their answers for them

cognitive

demand

as
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not to forget when the time comes to do

How can we control the demands of an

the paragraph writing.

activity so that it will be successful?

We see that the board game could be
linked to the writing activity. This is
often, and happily, the inevitable result
of revisiting activities. We choose an
activity – the board game in our
example– and we think of it in terms of
the linguistic and cognitive demands
that the activity may exert on our
learners.

Why?

Because

this

information will allow us to predict how
successfully our students will be able to
do the activity and to determine what
previous work may be necessary to
pave the way for it. We decide whether
we want the activity to be easier or
more

difficult

language

that

by

controlling

the

students

the

How can we control it when we assess
it as too easy or too difficult? How can
we modify it when our students have
lost interest and complaint of boredom?
These two aspects that we have
exemplified

here

–

linguistic

and

cognitive demands – can help us make
the necessary changes to an activity to
make it more suitable for what our
students need at a certain time. We can
lower or upgrade the challenge of an
activity by approaching it again as our
students have a second or a third try at
it, and after revisiting it, we can always
expand the work that was initiated there
into another task, which may ease or
add a new challenge.

must

understand (input) and must produce

Next time our students are restless

(output),

after the hectic gym class or sleepy on

as

well

as

the

thinking
in

Friday afternoon, we may wish to

order to complete the task. We then

attempt to apply the ideas that we have

revisit the activity, i.e. we have the

exemplified here. At least, this is

students do it again, but we upgrade

something that we can control to help

the challenge. How can this activity be

our students engage in learning as we

done at a more challenging level of

try to counterbalance variables that do

language and thinking? The result of

not depend on us.

demands

(cognitive

processing)

deciding on how to upgrade the task
may lead us to another activity – in our

Bibliography

example, the set of guiding questions
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Literature in the Spotlight

Flash Fiction in the Classroom
Today:Nanofiction

Prof. Paola Verando

T

o inaugurate this section of the AEXALEVIForum online magazine, we will surf
through some of the newest “trending topics” in literature. Even though there
exist samples of very short fiction that date back to Ernest Hemingway’s times

(the first short-short story was purportedly written by him), and some theoreticians
consider Aesop’s fables an early example of the “flash fiction” genre, the advent of

Twitter and its 140-character restriction have encouraged many writers to re-explore it.
Moreover, the alleged ‘lack of time’ that restrains our society is also a factor that has
stimulated a type of fiction that would not take too long to read.

Flash fiction is, as you imagine, a genre

Twitterature (about 23 words in 140

of fictional literature which has extreme

characters). The interesting fact about

brevity. It can have exponents of up to

flash fiction is that it often contains the

3,000 words but it also has its micro

classic story elements:

subgenres,

namely

drabble

(100

words), nanofiction (up to 55 words)

1) A protagonist;

and
Page | 15

2) A

conflict,

obstacles

or

definitely offer us the chance to put our

complications;

interpretative skills into full play. Take

3) A resolution.
Nonetheless, in a traditional short story,
the

previous

Traditional prose (and drama too)

elements

are

overtly

mentioned whereas in a sample of flash
fiction, the length of the work is so short
that some of these elements may be
unwritten and, therefore, covert. It is up
to readers to interpret those gaps of
indeterminacy as they please.

obligatory reading for 6th year An
Inspector Calls by J.B. Priestley, in
which the lack of information about the
inspector’s real identity has to be
explored by students: its interpretation
is absolutely necessary in order to give
meaning to the whole piece (by the by,
Priestley gives us a little helping hand
through

the

inspector’s

surname:

philosopher

Goole Ghoul). But some other texts

Wolfgang Iser (please see reference

are not so visibly indeterminate: in the

below) would say that prose was

same level, the obligatory reading The

always indeterminate, and that meaning

Boy in the Striped Pyjamas does not

was always hidden somewhere behind

require the completion of interpretative

the text, claiming that meaning was not

blanks in order to be fully understood,

stable and, thus, waiting to be unveiled

though it contains silences of a minor

by the reader. One fixed meaning of a

importance.

German

hermeneutics

text was, therefore, not possible as
readers were unique: they would read
the text not only seeing the overt
information in it, but also using their
own

idiosyncratic

knowledge,

experience, or position in order to
interpret it. For instance, men and
women belonging to different cultures
and

economic

environments

do

The positive point about flash fiction is
that

we

are

forced

to

put

our

interpretative skills (or our students’)
into practice in order to make any
sense out of a work. Let us see some
examples of flash fiction so as to clarify
this concept.
Let

us

take

Ernest

Hemingway’s

definitely not read a book in exactly the

alleged first short-short story ever, now

same way. Moreover, texts are never

categorized as nanofiction, which is the

fully defined: information may be left out

aim of this article. You may have

and, therefore, there might be ‘gaps of

realized that I have used the words

indeterminacy’ which will need to be

‘alleged’ and ‘purportedly’ to refer to

filled by each reader’s interpretative

this piece because the following short-

skills.

short story has been attributed to him,
theoretically because he bet that he
Page | 16

could write an extreme short piece of

name a few), a newspaper article, a

prose containing all the aforementioned

magazine article or even a poem.

elements. Check the following 6-word
piece:

subgenre of flash fiction are available

“For sale: Baby shoes, never worn.”
As you can see, this piece does not
have an explicit protagonist though we
can infer that it is the baby’s parents
that have posted this ad somewhere,
probably the newspaper. The conflict
lies

More joyful and enigmatic pieces of this

in

the

baby’s

apparent

disappearance: death, miscarriage or
theft among some of the reasons
behind this. As for the resolution of the
conflict, these parents need to sell the
shoes probably in order not to see them
and remember the child that could
never wear them. Devastating story, I

on

the

following

http://nanoism.net/Besides,

webpage:
like

the

popular game Pictionary, there exists a
game called Nanofictionarythat requires
its players to produce very short stories
with the basic short story elements
(there is one more element in this
game). Players must pick up cards from
four different piles: character, setting,
conflict and resolution, and make up a
nanostory in the shortest amount of
time. The piece of utmost brevity and
the most coherent one is the winner in
each round.

know, but it can open our doors to very

Moreover,the identification or usage of

simple activities that you could carry out

the basic short story elements will raise

in class.

our

First of all, this piece and other pieces
of nanofiction are so short that they can
be understood by students at different

students’

awareness

on

the

importance of these elements, and our
learners will hence try using them in
their own writings.

levels of language learning. Secondly,

Try

they can open different scenarios and

definitely not regret it!

nanofiction

in

class:

you

will

different ‘readings’: we could ask our
students to interpret the stories in the
way

they

wish,

activating

their

Bibliography

knowledge of the world or expectations.
Thirdly, students might be asked to
expand on the piece and come up with
some of the following: a narrative, a
classified

ad

on

different

media

Iser, W. (1972). The Reading Process:
a Phenomenological Approach. New
Literary

History, Vol.

3,

No.

2,On

Interpretation: I, 282.

(newspaper, Twitter or Facebook, to
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Classroom Today

The Top-Five Websites
for EFL Teachers
Prof. Florencia Insua

W

hen I attend a workshop about technology, I usually go home with the
feeling of having a lot of useful materials at hand, ready to be used. I feel
eager to put them into practice with the hope of upgrading my lessons and

making them more motivating and more in keeping with my students’ daily lives.

However, very frequently I find myself feeling frustrated. Having twenty or more sites to
explore

ends

up

being

discouraging

and

extremely

time-consuming.

I have learned from experience that with technology (as with anything new) it is more
beneficial to take it slowly and start incorporating new websites and ideas to my
teaching practice gradually. In this article, I will describe five websites which I consider
to be a must-have for teachers.

In order for a website to be useful, it
should meet the requirements below as

•

good visual input.

much as possible:
•

Clear navigation: it should be

Attractive design: it should have

•

Appropriate content: it should

well organized and therefore

have

material

for

different

easy to browse.

stages in the students’ learning
process. This means that it can
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•

be used with different groups of

example, the “Star Wars” trailer, video

students at different levels.

clips

of

popular

singers

among

have

teenagers, scenes from reality shows,

material ready to be used in the

“A family dinner scene”, etc.) and adults

classroom. This entails little or

(this category includes videos about

no edition to be adapted to our

general culture, everyday situations,

context.

famous people in history, etc.). There

Practicality:

it

should

is a wide range of topics so that
Here is the list of five websites that, in

teachers are likely to find videos

my opinion, fulfill the requirements

suitable for their students’ age, level,

mentioned

and interests.

above

and

that

have

become great material for my lessons.

Because the videos are free, they can
easily be used in the classroom or for
homework. It is an interactive website in

1) www.eslvideo.com
This is a website that all teachers and

which teachers are welcome to create

students

new quizzes.

will

surely

enjoy.

eslvideos.com provides videos from
YouTube

with

quiz

activities

lessons created by teachers.

and
The

videos are divided into categories:
beginners,
intermediate,intermediate,

lowerhigher-

intermediate, and advanced. They are
mostly short (less than five minutes)
and they all have a quiz with a multiple
choice activity for students to complete.
If the activity is carried out in the
classroom and there are no computers
available for every student, the work
can be done on task-sheets. The
website allows students to check their
answers.

2) www.dailyteachingtools.com
Although this website includes a lot of
interesting information about classroom
management and teaching strategies,
its most valuable aspect lies in the
materials

and

tools

it

offers

for

motivating and teaching writing.

Many ideas are discussed on how to
work with writing mechanics, including
activities to practise capitalization and
punctuation

as

well

as

sentence

structure.

Graphic Organizers prove to be very
effective to work on writing and on

The site provides videos for children

extensive reading. In the category

(such as songs, episodes from “Masha

“Graphic Organizers tool” and, more

and the Bear”, trailers from films and

specifically

simple stories), young learners (for

“Literature and reading”, we can find a

in

the

subcategory
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great variety of graphic organizers.

examples of warmers and fillers, and

Each of them focuses on different

flashcards.

aspects of analysis: “Story maps”,
“Characterization”,

“Book

critique”,

Every category is also divided into

“Literary reactions”, “Journal entries”,

subcategories

“The ending after the ending” and

possibility to choose whether you are

“Predicting outcomes”, among others.

looking for a worksheet at a specific

Under the category “Planning and

level (the levels suggested by this site

Writing”,

are:

the

graphic

organizers

and

beginner/

you

have

elementary/

pre-

available seek to help students plan

intermediate/

their writing tasks more effectively

intermediate) or many levels within the

through

same search.

“Project

Planning

Maps”,

intermediate/

the

upper-

“Outliners”, “Step by step process”,
“Looking at both sides of an issue”,

This site is very easy to use, and the

“Essay planning map”, etc.

worksheets

and

power

point

presentations can be downloaded and
The organization of this website helps

printed.

teachers find all the resources quite
easily. Some of the lesson plans

4) www.classtools.net

require registration and in order to have

This website provides teachers with the

access to others, teachers have to pay

possibility to create games, activities,

a fee. Luckily, graphic organizers,

quizzes and diagrams in a very simple

which I have found the most useful tool

way. You will find “Fakebook” (to create

of this website, are completely free.

fake facebook profiles, without having
to use the actual social network), a “3D
Art Gallery” (for students to create an

3) www.busyteacher.org
This website includes more than 15,000

art gallery by uploading their own

worksheets available for busy teachers

pictures),

with little time to make their own

Generator” (for students to create

worksheets.

the

headlines in order to work at the level of

worksheets divided into the following

sentence writing), to mention just a few.

categories:

Listening,

Teachers will be able to make labelling

Speaking,

tools and create games in a matter of

Vocabulary and Writing. It also has a

seconds. It is a website that is full of

category called “Teaching ideas” with

innovative ideas, which should be

suggestions for recycling and revising,

explored and implemented gradually

The

Pronunciation,

site

has

Grammar,
Reading,

all

and

“Breaking

News
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keeping in mind students’ interests and
needs.

5) dictionary.com
Every

teacher

needs

an

online

dictionary for quick reference. Here you
will find definitions of English words as
well as thesaurus entries and a word of
the day. There is also a section called
“Games”,

which

includes

online

crosswords, word search and other
games.

I recommend browsing these websites
and exploring them to decide whether
they can help you upgrade and update
your teaching practice. They all fulfill
the

requirements

a

good

website

should meet since they are easy to
navigate, have attractive designs, cover
many

levels

in

students´

learning

process, and provide free resources.
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Highly Recommended

Tratado de Agronomía
By Guillermo Mathé

A

s we do every year in our last issue, we would like to recommend a book to
read in the summer. Although it is generally true that English teachers always
like reading in English, this time we will refer to a book in Spanish written by

an English teacher and Literature specialist, Guillermo Mathé.
Guillermo and his wife participated in the 2013 Reading Marathon at AEXALEVI. They
played the guitar and sang medieval ballads.
Now we meet Guillermo as a writer in Tratado de Agronomía. This is what Literature
expert Griselda Beacon says about the book:
Tratado de Agronomía is a great deal more than a set of stories. It is also a
novel of initiation, in which a boy learns from every experience that starts in
that neighbourhood and continues beyond its borders. Although mostly
written in the first person, the voice in the text goes back and forth from the
boy to his friends and relatives. The laconic, curt and terse writing style
forebodes the unsaid and bears witness of those lives crossed by the same
passion, their unconditional love for their place in the world. This book is
without doubt, the beating heart of a neighbourhood and its people. Not to
be missed!
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Griselda Beacon

AEXALEVI Forum
wishes you a Merry
Christmas and a
Happy New Year.
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